ASSISTANT TO COO (m/f)

‘Connecting the human worker to the Industrial IoT’

WE ARE

ProGlove is an industrial wearable startup, founded in 2014 by former IDEO and BMW employees based in Germany. ProGlove is backed by top American and European VCs and has won Intel’s Make It Wearable Challenge. Our customers are Fortune 500 automotive, aerospace, trade and logistics market leaders, including BMW and Chrysler. After gaining significant traction in the German and European market we are expanding to the North American market.

WE LOVE

We love the challenge, the uncertainty and to celebrate each other. We work in an agile environment, where we develop within a human-centered design process. Getting shit done is our motto.

WE OFFER

- Fun Casual Work Environment
- Autonomy & Flexible Hours
- Flat Hierarchy
- Love Budget
- Company Lunches
- Free Fruit & Snacks

MINDSET

You are an entrepreneur, who loves technologies and has a hunger to do everything that is essential to grow a successful US company from scratch. To execute the US market entry, you will be working with one of ProGlove’s founders. You are very persistent, reliable and you want make the company run well?

Then you’re the right person for us!

QUALIFICATIONS

- University degree in Business, Engineering or similar qualification
- Know-how in Business Development and hands-on experience in a fast-growing environment (e.g. Start-Up or Strategy Consulting)
- Entrepreneurial thinking and experience in an agile environment is advantageous
- You have the drive to build a company from scratch
- Willingness to relocate (US-DE)
- Fluent in English, German skills is a nice to have
- Persistence, good communication skills and a quick grasp complete your profile

RESPONSIBILITIES

You will be working independently on the following:

- Create “ProGlove US” from the ground up with one of our founders
- Sparring partner of the COO: Work on company strategies and the US goals
- Research all required information and support the US entity with everything from strategy to operations
- Intensive work for the preparation of the US expansion along with business trips between US and Germany
- Onboarding with the ProGlove team in Germany: Develop an understanding for ProGlove’s culture, mindset and processes

Is this you?
Send us your resume to this address, www.proglove.com